PUT IN SOME MORE GOOD WORDS

CHARLES W. BOSTICK
Ashton, Maryland

This is the second of a pair of articles which invites the reader to use his deductive abilities on lists of words; the first article appeared in the August 1979 Word Ways. His task is first to find a common property that the 24 words in a list share, and second to insert the word at the head of this list (given in capital letters) into its proper place within the list.

Be warned that lists 1 and 6 are especially hard because they are so different from the others and from each other. A hint for list 1: there are associated words but they neither precede nor follow the given words. A hint for list 6: all of the words are to be considered as a group.

Answers can be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.

1. MOLD
   sack, frond, gnu, gown, pawn, clay, bean, lackey, cake, balloon, poker, beach, drink, juice, lead, toes, varlet, antenna, man, lumber, meridian, pavilion, light, fellow

2. SWITZERLAND
   Turkey, Lebanon, Colombia, Romania, Hungary, Argentina, Egypt, Australia, Venezuela, Finland, Nigeria, Peru, Portugal, Nicaragua, Uruguay, India, Czechoslovakia, Burma, Chile, Bulgaria, Sweden, Austria, Poland, New Zealand

3. POTATO
   pea, rutabaga, rice, lettuce, cabbage, kale, squash, kohlrabi, broccoli, leek, yam, bean, pumpkin, onion, corn, tomato, turnip, parsnip, parsley, cucumber, cauliflower, asparagus, beet, carrot, celery
4. FIDDLE 5. DUTY 6. LARGER
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7. SHOE 8. SONG 9. GAY
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